See inside our institutions: CSC is launching a virtual tour


You will find the tour on our website.

This tour provides Canadians with an opportunity to see inside a federal institution from any device with Internet access. It is also another tool that will assist in providing the public with objective and complete information about CSC's policies, programs and services.

The virtual tour consists of 360-degree panoramic views of various areas within an institution, showcasing elements of maximum-, medium-, and minimum-security facilities.

Each room of the tour includes an audio narrative and interactive items that allow online participants to experience and learn more about CSC's institutions.

The tour is based on the following areas of an institution:

- security perimeter
- entrance
- visitor's area
- minimum, medium and maximum cell and range
- CORCAN workshop
- program room/classroom
- Aboriginal cultural centre
- chapel
- health care centre

The tour is an innovative way for your friends and family to get a glimpse into what it is like within a federal institution. I encourage all of you to take some time to view the virtual tour.

Don Head
Commissioner
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